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FOR PARTICULARLY AROMATIC DISTILLATES
Our MÜLLER Pot Still model AROMA. Custom-designs for 
units with fill quantities between 100 - 2,000 liters. Using 
the most advanced rectification plates and a distinct enhan-
ced level of efficiency. For particularly aromatic distillates.

The Aroma distillation unit is hand manufactured using the 
most premium components, such as our optimized column 
trays, as well as the hand-hammered pot still with the aro-
ma hat for which MÜLLER is famously known. Column tech-
nology that is scalable to the individual needs of the distiller 
and optionally combinable with our patented AROMAT.
The newly developed design, the so called reverse rectifica-
tion plates, increase the contact surface between the phlegm 
and alcohol vapour flow to the size of the column diameter. 
With this new technology, the speed of the vapour inside the 
column is reduced by up to 60%. Through the additional time 
that is won for the alcohol vapour to meet the copper surface 
and phlegm, particularly complex and aromatic distillates are 
generated.
The special design of the Reverse Rectification Column also 
offers optimal cleaning results and full discharge at the end 
of the distilling cycle.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
  Maximizing the contact surface between 

    alcohol vapour and condensate

  Reducing the vapour speed within the column
    up to 60%

  Increasing time of contact between the copper
    surface and phlegm

  Integrated plate drainage

  CIP Cleaning via integrated spray balls

APPLICATIONS
  Fruit Brandies   Gin

  Spirits    Rum

AVAILABLE CAPACITIES
scalable pot still capacities between
100 – 2,000 litres:

AROMAT 100 AROMAT 500

AROMAT 130 AROMAT 1000

AROMAT 150 AROMAT 1500

AROMAT 230 AROMAT 2000

AROMAT 350

ALSO CONFIGURABLE AS CLOSED AND 
CUSTOM SEALED POT STILL SETUP

more aroma.
since 1929.



              PRODUCT LINE AND EQUIPMENT
OPTIONS OF THE MÜLLER AROMA®

The AROMA stills by MÜLLER are individually configurable, custom-designed and manufactured to the needs and requirements 
of the distiller. Here is an overview of some product line and equipment options:

Combinable with
reverse rectification

plates

Discharge pump

Direct filling

Aroma basket Distillate separator

Automatic distillation 
unit controls

Hot water
collection tank with 
booster pump

Integrated
agitator

Sight glass and 
lighting

Integrated
CIP hot water 
cleaning technology

Pot still capacity 
100 – 2,000 litres Ex proof available

WE PROVIDE PERSONAL AND 
CUSTOM ADVICE! 
Our MÜLLER quality standard always includes individual and 
custom advice on your personal project.

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU.

Call us at +49 7802 / 93550 or send us an
e-mail at  info@brenereianlagen.de

LEARN MORE ABOUT PROJECTS & 
REFERENCES THAT SUCCESSFULLY USE 

THE MÜLLER AROMA

PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT
Our extensive accessory program contains a variety of parts and products that you as master distiller or wine maker may need.
All these accessories are compatible with our pot still systems.

Please contact us, we will be pleased to consult you.
Or check www.accessories.pot-stills.com for further information.
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With the unparalleled top quality of his products, Vittorio Capovilla has become the undisputed number one among 
Italian distillers and he is also known far beyond the country‘s borders. In 2018, he received the “World Spirits Award for 
his life‘s work. Together with his daughter Olivia and his grandson Alvise, this family business operates an organic farm 
alongside the distillery. The signature of their distillate products is the wax seal with handwritten labels and all products 
are also only available in limited quantities. With his distillates, Capovilla extracts the pure essence of his homegrown 
organic fruits and of course his grappas. Vittorio has been our friend, partner and contact for our Italian customers for 
many years. The GRAPPA distillation unit model was developed in collaboration with Vittorio Capovilla. With whom could 
we have developed this product better than with the „Grappa God“ of Italy? 

The distillery is located at the foot of the Monte Grappa in the small town of Rosa. If you follow the scent of the 
blossoming mountain peach trees, you will reach Villa Dolfin, where Capovilla has set up his distillery. As Müller‘s first 
international customer, Vittorio has relied on the quality of Müller pot stills right from the start and today,in addition to 
his pot still in Italy, he founded distilleries for his rum production on Guadeloupe and Haiti.

POT STILLS
from 200 - 1,500 litres Capacity
AROMA and GRAPPA Pot Stills

WWW.CAPOVILLADISTILLATI.IT

PRODUCTS
 Capovilla Distillati

AWARDS
World Spirits Award for 

   Lifetime achievements

CAPOVILLA
Italy, Bassano del Grappa
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Eric has been running his distillery near Dresden since 2016. Right from the start, he has dedicated himself to his pas-
sion of whisky. For maximum distilling flexibility it was clear that he would have to get a closed pot still system. Eric is 
doing a double distillation with a lot of patience and time to capture all flavors in his final products. He is using his Müller 
AROMA 170 liter pot still with a dephlegmator and a large Aroma-helmet. The special feature: His pot still is additionally 
equipped with a botanical basket for his gins. His corporate philosophy as a distiller is “pure nature”, which means all 
products are made without artificial flavors and additives. Intensely aromatic fruit brandies of pear, apple and cherry as 
well as spirits of hazelnut and raspberry can also be found in Eric’s product line.
Anyone who is interested in distilling their own products can also have their fruit or gin creation distilled in the contract-
distillery.

FEINBRAND MANUFAKTUR - ROSE VALLEY
Germany, Striegistal in Saxony

POT STILL
MÜLLER AROMA 170 litres, closed-system

PRODUCTS
Whisky „Rose Valley“ Fruit Brandies
Gin „Rose Valley“ Herbal liqueurs

WWW.FEIBRANDMANUFAKTUR.DE
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The Two Moon Distillery is located on the 4th floor of a high-rise building in the middle of the world metropolis Hong Kong at 
the industrial quarter Chai Wan. The heart of this small distillery is the Müller AROMA 100 named „Luna“. This means „the 
moon“ and it is an allusion to the round hat shape whose shining copper surface makes the night sky light up like a moon.
The distillery is operated by Dimple Yuen, one of the first female master distillers in Asia and her partner Ivan. Only the 
highest quality herbs are refined in countless loving distillations to create this beautiful London Dry Gin. A special plea-
sure to drink it at night - on one of Hong Kong‘s countless roof top bars with a view of the breath-taking skyline of this 
metropolis of millions.

TWO MOONS DISTILLERY
The fi rst gin distillery in Hong Kong

“ We chose a Mueller still because we love how 
their values are very much inline with ours. As a 
family-sized business like ourselves, we see how 
dedicated they are in crafting quality stills and refuse 
to compromise artisanship for pro� ts or short-cuts. 
Their emphasis on the importance of craftmanship 
and the “hands on” approach – as seen through 
Mueller’s hand-hammering processes, their helpful 
advice every step of the way and the incredible 
overseas / onsite support they provide is something 
that we will always treasure and we can’t be more 
proud to own such a beautiful still!“
DIMPLE YUEN

POT STILL
AROMA 100 with aroma basket

PRODUCTS
Two Moons Signature Dry Gin

AWARDS
World Gin Awards 2020, Category London 

Dry, Silver Award

WWW.TWOMOONSDISTILLERY.COM
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